
Instruction for Segmented Turning Data Sheets

1. For the sheets labeled “Twelve Segments”, etc., given the outside radius of the 
planned ring the sheet provides the Segment Length for the outer edge.  In order to 
efficiently plan wood usage it also provides the minimum Board Length to cut the 
required number of segments for different segment widths. Note that the board 
length required becomes shorter as the segment width increases. The board length 
calculation accounts for an unusable half segment at each end of the board and a 
one eighth inch saw kerf between segments.  Be careful, the length doesn’t provide 
for a “handle” to cut the last segment, so allow a little extra length or provide a hold 
down method for the last segment. The table calculations are exact to four decimal 
places but rounded to sixteenths of an inch for printout.  The Outer Radius column 
is in one eighth inch increments since this is a reasonable accuracy for design 
sketches. Given the waste one will turn away, there is no need for accuracy greater 
than one eighth inch in design and one sixteenth inch in segment cutting. The tables 
provide measurements for bowls up to about 10 1/2” diameter.

2. Gluing and cutting inaccuracies really add up when using the 32 and 48 segment 
tables.  Consider using smaller 16 or 24 segment pieces and just add square cut 
spacer pieces in between segments to bring to the required diameter. These may be 
the same wood or a contrasting color.  Once turned, you can’t tell that the spacers 
aren’t cut at an angle. Just remember that the square spacer will stay the same 
length as you turn away the outer surface whereas the segmented piece will shorten 
as the radius is reduced.

3. Working from your design sketch, the Bowl Worksheet allows you to capture all 
design and cutting information on one sheet to minimize clutter in the shop-and to 
remember what the heck you’re doing.

4. sometimes you have a length of exotic wood and would like to determine the 
diameter you might get from it when cut int various segments. The Segment 
Diameter sheet will easily give you the diameter associated with various segment 
lengths.  As in all of the work sheets, the calculations are based on a tangent to the 
outer diameter rather than a chord inscribed in the circle diameter.

5. If you strive for very accurate fidelity to your sketch, the Bowl Final Diameter 
worksheet allows you to keep track of inner and outer diameters at each ring 
interface. This helps prevent cutting away to much waste when truing up individual 
rings as you glue up the stack.

6. Lastly, the Bowl Layout and Design worksheet allows you to combine the design 
sketch and all data on one sheet.  Caution, it is an 11” x17” drawing sheet which can 
be printed at most stores with a commercial printer.  The grid probably won’t scale to 
an exact 1/4” grid, so take that into account and count the squares rather than use a 
ruler to develop dimensions.


